Motivated by make-to-order production systems, we consider a dynamic control problem for a multiclass, parallel-server queueing system. The production system serves multiple classes of customers who require rigid due-date lead times and may cancel their order subject to a cancellation penalty. To meet the due-date constraints, a system manager may outsource orders when the backlog of work is judged excessive, thereby incurring outsourcing costs. The system manager strives to minimize long-run average costs by dynamically making outsourcing and resource allocation decisions. Under heavytraffic conditions, the scheduling problem is approximated by a Brownian control problem. Interpreting the solution of the Brownian control problem in the context of the original queueing system, a nongreedy outsourcing and resource allocation policy is proposed. A simulation experiment is performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of this policy.
Introduction
The dynamic control problem considered in this paper is motivated by the scheduling decisions of a make-to-order, parallel-server production system with multiple customer classes. In make-to-order systems, production of an order starts only when a customer request arrives, and no finished goods inventory is kept. Typically, orders are placed by customers who require lead times comparable to those of the competitors' or as laid out in a contract. The photolithography mask-making facility described in Rubino and Harrison (2001) provides an example of such a make-toorder system. An important feature of our system is that customers may cancel their orders at any time subject to a cancellation penalty; full payment is only submitted upon delivery of a completed order. Therefore, the cost of a cancelled order to the system manager is the selling price minus the manufacturing cost and the cancellation penalty. From a methodological perspective, one can view the order cancellations as abandonments in a queueing system.
To comply with quoted lead times, the system manager uses two complementary modes of control: she may outsource customer orders upon arrival when the backlog of work is judged excessive, thereby incurring lost profits, and may also choose server allocations. It is assumed that the outsourced orders are guaranteed to be on time. Therefore, for each customer request, the system manager must choose whether to process it in-house or to outsource it. The cost of outsourcing can be stated in terms of lost profit: vendor price minus the manufacturing cost. One can view outsourcing decisions as admission control decisions in conventional queueing theory. The system manager also incurs holding costs for customer orders waiting to be processed, and her objective is to minimize long-run average costs.
Because this scheduling problem seems difficult to analyze in its exact form, we follow the heavy-traffic approach pioneered by Harrison (1988) , which approximates a dynamic scheduling problem for a queueing network by a dynamic control problem involving Brownian motion, a Brownian control problem, under the heavytraffic conditions. Heavy-traffic approximations have been used successfully in the operations research literature to study scheduling problems in a dynamic stochastic environment; see, for example, Wein (1989, 1990) , Chevalier and Wein (1993) , Wein and Veatch (1996) , Bell and Williams (2001) , Mandelbaum and Stolyar (2004) , Reed and Ward (2004) , Caldentey and Wein (2006) , Celik and Maglaras (2008) , Bell and Williams (2005) , Reed and Ward (2008) , and Ward and Kumar (2006) . Also see Ward (2004, 2008) , and Ward and Kumar (2006) for examples of heavy-traffic analysis of systems with customer cancellations.
Our formulation builds on the formulation of Harrison and Lopez (1999) , which considers a parallel-server system with linear holding costs where the system manager chooses how to allocate resources to jobs dynamically; however, their system has no admission control or abandonments. The limiting Brownian control problem gives rise to a one-dimensional workload problem, which is solved easily because it admits a pathwise solution. Our formulation expands the formulation of Harrison and Lopez (1999) by introducing class-based deadlines, outsourcing, and order cancellations. Due to these extra features, our formulation leads to a very different workload problem where the analytic solution of the associated Bellman equation dictates both a specific dynamic priority rule to allocate resources and a discretionary outsourcing threshold. Both the priority rule and outsourcing policy are inherently nongreedy in nature, following from a nonpathwise solution of the workload problem. This nongreedy feature is explored further in §8.
Another related paper, Plambeck et al. (2001) , considers a novel model of a multiclass queue with deadlines where the system manager decides on priorities dynamically and makes admission control decisions. The features of order cancellations and holding costs are not present in their model. The limiting Brownian control problem leads to a one-dimensional workload problem, which admits a pathwise solution. The solution involves a nondiscretionary admission control barrier at a fixed position and sacrifices a designated class when that barrier is reached; and it does not dictate any specific priority rule. Ata (2006) builds on the formulation of Plambeck et al. (2001) , and considers the case where all classes but one are "thin." That is, demand for the thin classes constitutes only a small fraction of the total demand, whereas demand for the other class constitutes most of the total demand. There are neither holding costs nor cancellations, and the lack of these features simplifies the solution method tremendously. As in Plambeck et al. (2001) , the solution to the workload problem does not dictate a specific priority policy. Ata (2006) arrives at a one-dimensional workload problem that does not admit a pathwise solution. The workload problem of Ata (2006) is a drift-rate control problem where the drift rate is controlled by making admission control decisions for the thin classes. In particular, it is a special case of the problem studied in , which is similar to the workload problem advanced in this paper. However, there are important differences between the two formulations, preventing us from using the method of . solves a problem of drift-rate control of a Brownian motion living on a bounded interval. The authors solve the associated Bellman equation in closed form by exploiting the special structure of their formulation. The workload formulation we consider in this paper also has the drift-rate control feature, where the drift is controlled by choosing how to distribute backlog into various customer classes. However, there are two key differences between our formulation and the formulation of : (i) the set of allowable drift rates is fixed in their formulation, whereas it is state dependent in ours, cf. (28)-(31); and (ii) the formulation of has no state-dependent costs such as holding costs, whereas ours does. If one introduces either of these two features in the formulation of , their solution method breaks down. Also, it seems that their method cannot be modified in any way to accommodate either of these features. Moreover, our formulation involves choosing a discretionary upper barrier on the workload process, which is absent from the formulation of . Therefore, the solution approach of cannot be used to solve the workload problem of this paper. Instead, we solve the Bellman equation associated with our workload problem from first principles in the online technical appendix.
Therefore, the contribution of this paper is twofold. First, it introduces deadlines and order cancellations in a parallel-server system, expanding the modeling framework of Harrison and Lopez (1999) . The solution to our workload problem is not a pathwise solution and it dictates both the resource allocation and the outsourcing policies, unlike the papers mentioned immediately above. In other words, all key trade-offs in our scheduling problem carry over to the limiting Brownian control problem, whose solution provides specific, nongreedy resource allocation and outsourcing policies. Second, this paper solves the workload problem advanced in §4, which hinges on a solution to the associated Bellman equation. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing methods in the aforementioned papers or elsewhere can be used or modified to solve the Bellman equation. Moreover, our solution of the Bellman equation is almost explicit in the sense that the calculations involved are lightning fast; they only require finding the roots of two strictly increasing functions via one-dimensional searches.
Finally, in addition to providing specific, nongreedy resource allocation and outsourcing policies for a complex scheduling problem motivated by a real-world application (cf. Rubino and Harrison 2001) , our solution approach may be of interest for solving various drift-rate control problems that one may encounter in formulating Brownian models of scheduling problems in general.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the scheduling problem, and the associated Brownian control problem is presented in §3. The workload problem is formulated in §4 and solved in §5. Interpreting that solution in the context of the original scheduling problem, a scheduling policy is proposed in §6. A simulation experiment is presented in §7 to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed policy, and the nongreedy nature of the proposed policy is explored in §8. The proofs and a formal derivation of the approximating Brownian control problem are provided in the online appendix. In particular, §A of the online appendix provides a formal derivation of the approximating Brownian control problem, whereas proofs throughout the paper are relegated to §B.2 of the online appendix; and §B.1 of the online appendix contains some auxiliary results. An electronic companion to this paper is available as part of the online version that can be found at http://or.journal.informs.org/. Illustrative parallel-server make-to-order production system. 
Scheduling Problem
Pictured in Figure 1 is an illustrative example of a queueing model of a make-to-order production system. Adopting the terminology that is standard in queueing theory, we shall use the terms "job" and "server" to denote a customer order to be processed and a resource, respectively. Similarly, "serving" a job will refer to the manufacturing activity to fulfill a customer order. There are job classes indexed by i = 1 I and servers indexed by k = 1 K. Each job requires a single service before departing the system. If a job cannot be processed upon arrival, it awaits service in a class-specific buffer. Several different servers may be capable of processing any given job class, and servicetime distribution depends on both the class being processed and the server selected. Thus, there are J IK processing activities available to the system manager, each of which consists of a particular server processing a particular job class. For each activity j = 1 J , we denote by i j the job class processed by that activity and k j the server that does the processing. Also, denote the set of activities that can process class i jobs by i , and the set of activities undertaken by server k by k . Finally, denote the set of classes that can be served by server k by k .
Associated with each activity j, there is a renewal process S j = S j t t 0 , where S j t is the number of service completions of class i j up to time t if the server k j was continuously serving class i j during 0 t . A processing time associated with activity j has mean m j and squared coefficient of variation 2 j ; j = m −1 j will be referred to as the service rate of activity j. Similarly, for each class i there is a renewal process E i = E i t t 0 , where E i t is the number of class i jobs arrived up to time t. Let i denote the average arrival rate and 2 i > 0 denote the squared coefficient of variation of interarrival times for class i jobs. All renewal processes are initiated at time zero, and they are independent of one another.
To facilitate future analysis, define the K ×J dimensional capacity consumption matrix A and the I × J dimensional input-output matrix R as follows:
Our formulation allows preemptive-resume scheduling. To be specific, each job in a buffer is assumed to be processed by only one activity during its entire stay in the associated buffer. When an activity is preempted, the job being served by that activity is "frozen" so that no activity can process that particular job. The next time the activity is undertaken again, the processing resumes where it was left off. In addition to availability of servers, a (nonpreempted) activity can be used only when the associated buffer has jobs that are neither in service nor frozen. However, as shown in the following sections, our method of analysis is crude enough that the resulting scheduling policy is independent of the particular assumptions made with regard to preemption. We also assume that the jobs within a class are served on a first-come-first-served basis. There are no setup times or setup costs when a server switches production from one class to another.
The system manager incurs holding costs at a rate of h i per each class i job in the system. Moreover, customers may cancel their orders at any time before completion of the order. The cancellation of a class i order occurs at an average rate of i , resulting in a cost of a i per such cancellation, which is the selling price minus the manufacturing cost and the cancellation penalty. In particular, we assume that each class i order is cancelled after waiting an exponentially distributed amount of time with rate i ; each cancellation takes place independently of all other cancellations, service completions, and arriving jobs. Undoubtedly, a formulation where the customer tendency to cancel his order depends on the proximity of his deadline (or equivalently, on the time spent in the system) would be a more realistic model of order cancellations. However, a problem where the cancellation rate depends on the time in the system is difficult, and this paper can be viewed as a step toward addressing the more general problem.
Denoting the number of class i jobs in the system at time t by Z i t for i = 1 I and letting N 1 · N I · be I independent Poisson processes, each with rate one, the cumulative number of class i cancellations in the first t time units, denoted by i t , is
The system manager strives to impose an upper bound of d i on the throughput time, or total delay, experienced by any class i job. To achieve compliance with such throughput time constraints, she uses two complimentary modes of control: she may outsource customer orders when the backlog of work is judged excessive, thereby incurring outsourcing costs, and may also choose server allocations. The cost associated with outsourcing a class i order will be denoted by c i for i = 1 I; and the system manager's objective is to minimize long-run average costs while meeting the throughput time constraints.
As in Plambeck et al. (2001) , Maglaras and Van Mieghem (2005) , and Ata (2006), we replace the throughput time bounds for class i by a bound on the number of class i jobs allowed in the system, which is an asymptotically equivalent system in the heavy-traffic limit. That is, we replace the upper bound d i on class i jobs' throughput times by an upper bound of l i = i d i on the number of class i jobs allowed in the system in formulating the dynamic scheduling problem stated in (10), cf. (8).
The decisions in our scheduling problem take the form of cumulative control processes. In particular, let T j t be the cumulative amount of time the server k j devotes to activity j (serving class i j jobs) in 0 t . Then, the vector process T = T j represents the system manager's resource allocation policy. Also, let U i t denote the cumulative number of class i orders outsourced up to time t. Then, the vector process U = U i represents the system manager's outsourcing policy, and T U represents a scheduling policy.
For concreteness, assume that the system is empty initially. Recall that the partially served orders may be cancelled in our model. Thus, let j t denote the cumulative amount of time devoted to activity j serving such orders that are cancelled before completion. Then, it follows for each class i = 1 I that
Also, let L k t denote the cumulative amount of time the server k is idle during 0 t for k = 1 K. Then,
The vector-valued processes Z = Z i and L = L k will be called the queue-length and cumulative idleness processes, respectively. A scheduling policy T U must satisfy the following:
T U are nonanticipating with respect to Z
T is nondecreasing and continuous with T 0 = 0 (6) L U are nondecreasing with L 0 = U 0 = 0 (7)
Given a scheduling policy T U define the cumulative cost incurred up to time t as
The first term on the right-hand side of (9) is the holding cost, the second term is the cost associated with the order cancellations, and the last term is the outsourcing cost. Then, the objective is the following:
Unfortunately, this formulation is not tractable analytically. Therefore, in the next section, we present an approximate, yet far more tractable, formulation.
Approximating the Brownian Control Problem
Following Harrison (2000), we start the approximation procedure by articulating the heavy-traffic and the resourcepooling assumptions via a linear program, the static planning problem.
Static Planning Problem. Choose a J -dimensional vector of nominal processing rates x and the maximal utilization rate to
where e is a K-dimensional vector of ones. Then, the heavy-traffic assumption can be stated as follows.
1
Heavy-Traffic Assumption. The static planning problem (11)-(12) has a unique solution (x * * ). Moreover, that solution has * = 1 and Ax * = * e. The nominal processing plan x * determines whether activities are classified as efficient or inefficient as follows: activities j for which x * j > 0 are the efficient ones, and those that have x * j = 0 are inefficient ones.
2 Harrison and Lopez (1999) observes that if the servers have sufficiently overlapping capabilities, then the backlog can be distributed across servers in the heavy-traffic limit in any way the system manager desires. Moreover, the system manager can achieve this by only using efficient activities. The following assumption provides a precise characterization of when the servers have sufficiently overlapping capabilities.
Complete Resource-Pooling Assumption. The nominal processing plan x * of the static planning problem has I + K − 1 efficient activities.
It follows from the analysis of Harrison and Lopez (1999) that under the complete resource-pooling assumption, one can formulate a workload problem that has a one-dimensional state descriptor and is equivalent to the Brownian control problem for purposes of optimal control. Harrison and Lopez (1999) also show that under the complete resource-pooling assumption, the inefficient activities can be eliminated from the approximating Brownian control problem without loss of generality. Therefore, the structural insights to be gained from the analysis of the Brownian control problem remain the same if one eliminates the inefficient activities from the formulation altogether. Consequently, to reduce notational complexity, we assume that all activities available to the system manager are efficient, that is, J = K + I − 1 and x * > 0. In the Brownian approximations, one considers a sequence of closely related systems indexed by a parameter, whose formal limit is the Brownian control problem. In particular, the sequence of problems we consider is indexed by the system parameter r; a superscript r will be attached to quantities of interest associated with the rth system. The holding cost rate h r i and the abandonment rate (14), it follows that l r i = rl i for i = 1 I, wherel i = idi . We also introduce the scaled control Y r for the rth system as
whose formal limit, denoted by Y , will be the control in the approximating Brownian control problem. The original scheduling problem of interest can be viewed as a specific element of this sequence of problems determined by the particular choice of the parameter r. To be more specific, the system parameter r is chosen so that the parameters of the original system coincide with the scaled parameters in (13)- (14) for that particular choice of r. In our formulation, we choose the system parameter to be the minimum of the upper bounds on throughput times of the various classes i = 1 I because that value is of order r; cf. (14). The underlying assumption of Brownian approximations is that the system parameter corresponding to the original problem of interest is large enough that various (scaled) performance-relevant processes of the original system can be approximated by the corresponding processes of the Brownian control problem. Eventually, one uses the same system parameter to interpret the solution to the Brownian control problem in the context of the original scheduling problem of §2; cf. §6.
One arrives at the approximating Brownian control problem by centering various performance-relevant processes around their mean, rescaling them with the system parameter, and taking the formal limit as r → . These steps are outlined in §A of the online appendix.
Defining the vectors = i ,l = l i , a = a i , and c = c i , and the I × I dimensional diagonal matrix D with entries 1 I , the Brownian control problem can be stated as follows: choose the multidimensional processes Y = Y j , L = L k , and U = U i that are nonanticipating with respect to B so as to minimize lim sup
where B is a driftless Brownian motion with a diagonal covariance matrix whose i i th element is
and Y is the formal limit of the sequence of controls Y r , r = 1 2 Similarly, the queue-length process Z, the idleness process L and the outsourcing process U are the formal limits of their rescaled counterparts in the sequence of problems considered. In particular, Z will be used to denote both the unscaled queue-length (or the job-count) process in the original scheduling problem and the queuelength process in the Brownian control problem; its meaning will be clear from the context.
Although the Brownian control problem (15)- (19) is much simpler than the original scheduling problem it approximates, cf. (10), its solution is not easy because it is a multidimensional problem. Therefore, we further simplify (15)-(19) in §4 by introducing a one-dimensional equivalent workload formulation.
Workload Problem
In this section, we introduce a one-dimensional workload formulation that is equivalent to the Brownian control problem (15)-(19). First, we formulate a reduced Brownian control problem by relaxing constraint (16) of the Brownian control problem, which describes the evolution of the queue-length process, and show that the reduced problem is indeed equivalent to the Brownian control problem (15)-(19). Then, we further simplify the reduced Brownian control problem to arrive at the workload formulation. To this end, following the approach of Harrison and Lopez (1999) and Harrison (2000) , we introduce the dual linear program of the static planning problem next, which in turn gives rise to a canonical workload formulation.
Workload Definition Problem. Choose an I-dimensional vector y and a K-dimensional vector to maximize y (20)
One can interpret y i as the "total work content" attributed to a class i job, and k as the relative capacity of server k (cf. Harrison 2000) . Proposition 1 ensures that (20)- (21) has a unique solution under the complete resource-pooling assumption, and follows from Proposition 3 and Corollary 1 of Harrison and Lopez (1999) .
Proposition 1. Suppose that the complete resource-pooling assumption holds. Then, the workload definition problem (20)- (21) has a unique optimal solution y . Moreover, y > 0 > 0, and
Then, define the one-dimensional workload process W t t 0 as
which represents the (expected) total work in the system at time t.
To arrive at the reduced Brownian control problem, premultiply both sides of (16) by y , and use (22) to arrive at the following equation, which describes the evolution of the workload process:
where t = y B t so that t t 0 is a one-dimensional driftless Brownian motion with variance parameter 2 = y y, and
One can interpret L W t as the cumulative unused system capacity by time t, and U W t as the cumulative amount of work outsourced by time t. Then, viewing the processes Z, L, and U as controls, the reduced Brownian control problem, which has the one-dimensional state descriptor W = W t t 0 , can be stated as follows: Choose a policy Z L U that is nonanticipating with respect to so as to minimize limsup
subject to (18)- (19) and (23)- (25) 
A policy Z L U is called admissible for the reduced Brownian control problem if it satisfies (27). The next proposition establishes the equivalence of the Brownian control problem and the reduced formulation (26)- (27), and its proof is provided in §B.2 of the online appendix.
Proposition 2. The Brownian control problem (15)- (19) is equivalent to the reduced Brownian control problem (26)-(27) in the following sense: Every admissible policy Y L U for the Brownian control problem yields an admissible policy Z L U for the reduced Brownian control problem; these two policies have the same cost. Similarly, for any admissible policy Z L U of the reduced Brownian control problem, there exists an admissible policy Y L U for the Brownian control problem, and its cost is less than or equal to that of the policy Z L U for the reduced Brownian control problem.
It is clear that the formulations (15)- (19) and (26)-(27) have the same optimal objective. Next, we further simplify the reduced Brownian control problem (26) 
Finally, define the functions · and g · as
Then, an admissible policy for the workload formulation consists of a pair of processes L W and U W and a workload configuration function z 0 × 0 w → I + , which describes how the workload is distributed among various classes 4 i = 1 I at every time t 0 and for every workload level w ∈ 0 w . An admissible policy z · · L W U W must jointly satisfy 
In the workload formulation, the system manager tracks the workload process W , and ensures that it lives in the bounded interval 0 w via the controls L W and U W .
As reflected in the objective (34), the system manager only outsources the "cheapest" class, that is, class 1. Given the workload W t at time t, she also chooses how to distribute that workload among the various classes i = 1 I so that y Z t = W t and Z i t l i for i = 1 I cf. (28) and (31), which then results in the drift rate of Z t and an effective holding cost rate of g Z t =ĥ Z t + a D Z t , where the first component is the actual holding cost, whereas the second component represents the costs associated with order cancellations. The following proposition proves that the workload formulation is equivalent to the reduced Brownian control problem for purposes of optimal control; its proof is given in §B.2 of the online appendix.
Proposition 3. The workload formulation (34) is equivalent to the reduced Brownian control problem (26)- (27) in the following sense: For every admissible policy z L W U W of the workload formulation there exists an admissible policy Z L U for the reduced Brownian control problem, and these two policies have the same cost. Similarly, for any admissible policy Z L U of the reduced Brownian control problem, there exists an admissible policy z L W U W for the workload formulation, and its cost is less than or equal to that of the policy Z L U for the reduced Brownian control problem.
It is clear from Propositions 2 and 3 that to solve the Brownian control problem, it suffices to solve the workload problem. Therefore, we solve the workload problem in the next section, and interpret that solution as a scheduling policy in §6.
Solving the Workload Problem
To characterize an optimal policy for the workload problem analytically, we introduce the associated Bellman equation next. As a preliminary, define 2 0 w as the space of functions f 0 w → that are twice continuously differentiable up to the boundary. Then, the Bellman equation can be stated as follows: find a convex function f ∈ 2 0 w and constants > 0 and w * ∈ 0 w such that the following holds:
subject to the boundary conditions f 0 = 0 and f x = q for x ∈ w * w
Here, one interprets as a guess at the minimum average cost and w * corresponds to an upper reflecting barrier to be imposed on the workload process. The unknown function f is often called the relative value function in average cost dynamic programming. It should be emphasized that the Bellman equation is introduced primarily to motivate our solution approach; the properties of the Bellman equation that we require will be proved from first principles; cf. Proposition 4 and Theorem 1.
To facilitate our analysis, define
Because the Bellman equation (35)- (36) does not involve the unknown function f itself, it is really a first-order equation. Defining 1 0 w as the space of functions that are continuously differentiable up to the boundary, setting v x = f x for x ∈ 0 w , and using the definition of , one can equivalently state the Bellman equation as follows: choose a nondecreasing function v ∈ 1 0 w and constants > 0 and w * ∈ 0 w satisfying
subject to the boundary conditions
The following proposition establishes the existence and uniqueness of the solution to the Bellman equation, and is proved in §B.2 of the online appendix. Corollary 1. The triple f * w * solves the Bellman Equation (35)-(36). Moreover, the function f is convex and unique up to an additive constant.
Given a solution to the Bellman equation, for every x ∈ 0 w , our candidate for the optimal workload configuration is the minimizer of the right-hand side of (35). In particular, it is a solution to a linear program, which may not be unique in general.
5 For concreteness, we choose the solution z * x for x ∈ 0 w defined as follows. Fix an x ∈ 0 w and choose a permutation i
where
The permutation i * x · simply orders classes such that i * x j is the index of the jth "cheapest" class, that is, H i * x j x is the jth smallest of H 1 x H I x . Then, the complementary slackness conditions for the linear program defining x f x require that jobs be held in the cheapest first k * x classes, where
To be more specific, the optimal workload configuration z * x at workload level x is given by
for j = 1 I. The second feature of our candidate policy is that it imposes reflecting barriers for the workload process at zero and w * by appropriately choosing the controls L * W and U * W . In particular, the controls L * W and U * W are continuous, and they increase only at zero and w * , respectively. The evolution of the workload process W * under the candidate policy z * · L * W U * W can be described as follows:
Moreover, the controls L * W , U * W and the workload process W * jointly satisfy 
Clearly, the candidate policy is stationary. Moreover, it follows that z * · is a piecewise-linear and increasing function. Therefore, the workload process W * under the candidate policy evolves as a diffusion process with a piecewise-linear (and increasing in magnitude) drift term with reflecting barriers at zero and w * . Theorem 1 establishes the optimality of the policy z * · L * W U * W and is proved in §B.2 of the online appendix. Theorem 1. The candidate policy z * · L * W U * W associated with the workload configuration function z * · and the reflecting barriers at zero and w * is optimal for the workload problem (34), and it has long-run average cost of * .
Proposed Policy
In this section, we interpret the solution of the workload problem in the context of the original scheduling problem introduced in §2. The proposed policy has two components: outsourcing and resource allocation. To describe our policy, define t t 0 as the unscaled, or nominal, workload process associated with the scheduling problem introduced in §2. To be specific, one has t = y Z t for t 0, where Z denotes the job-count process in the original scheduling problem, and y is the vector of workload contributions. In particular, W t = r 2 t /r for t 0. The optimal policy for the workload problem imposes an upper bound w * on the process W . This corresponds to imposing an upper bound b = rw * on the nominal workload process . The outsourcing process U * W associated with the optimal policy of the workload problem increases only when the process W hits the upper reflecting barrier w * . Interpreting this in the context of the original scheduling problem, the system manager exercises the outsourcing option only when the nominal workload process exceeds the outsourcing threshold b. Moreover, she outsources only class 1, which is the cheapest class to outsource in the sense that it has the minimal outsourcing cost per unit of work outsourced; recall that
This feature of the outsourcing policy also follows precisely from the optimal outsourcing policy U * W of the workload problem, which has a cost coefficient of q = c 1 / y 1 per unit of work outsourced. Clearly, that corresponds to outsourcing class 1 only. Then, the proposed outsourcing policy can be summarized as follows.
Outsourcing Policy. Outsource class 1 when the workload process exceeds the threshold b = rw * . As for the resource allocation policy, the optimal policy for the workload problem distributes the workload W into specific buffers as suggested by the optimal workload configuration z * W given by (43). Interpreting this in the context of the original scheduling problem suggests driving the queue-length vector toward rz * W = rz * /r . As is standard in the heavy-traffic literature (cf. Harrison 1996 , Bell and Williams 2001 , and Ata and Kumar 2005 , the proposed resource allocation also involves a safety-stock parameter s i for each class i = 1 I. Enforcing such safety-stock requirements keeps the buffer contents near zero (for the expensive classes) while avoiding unplanned server idleness. Then, given the safety-stock thresholds s i for i = 1 I, the proposed resource allocation policy can be described as follows.
Resource Allocation Policy. Whenever server k completes a service, the system manager first checks if any class i ∈ k exceeds its queue-length bound l i . If that is the case, then server k is allocated to the class i ∈ k for Operations Research 57(1), pp. 94-108, © 2009 INFORMS which y i Z i − l i is maximal. If no class i ∈ k exceeds its queue-length bound l i , then server k is allocated to the class i ∈ k , which has the highest index H i /r provided the buffer content of that class exceeds its safetystock threshold s i . That is, server k gives priority to the class indexed by arg max
Recall that H i x = ĥ i +a i i / y i − i f x for i = 1 I. Because this priority changes as the nominal workload changes, we refer to this resource allocation rule as a dynamic priority policy. Furthermore, if there is no class i ∈ k whose buffer content exceeds its safety-stock threshold s i , then the system manager expands the set i ∈ k Z i > s i in (47) to include all classes with jobs that can be processed by server k. Also, if an arriving job finds one or more servers idle, it is assigned to the server with the lowest index.
Choosing Policy Parameters. In addition to the safety-stock thresholds, the queue-length bounds l i for i = 1 I can be viewed as policy parameters, and any choice of the latter will necessarily lead to a fraction of late orders. Throughput time constraints will be satisfied with probability one only in the heavy-traffic limit. To compensate for this shortcoming, we consider a family of policies parametrized by ∈ 0 1 . These policies are associated with a family of scheduling problems parametrized by ∈ 0 1 as well, where the queue-length bounds l i , cf. (8), depend on as follows:
For each value of , one formulates the Brownian control problem and the associated workload problem; the only change necessary is to replacel byl and w by w , wherel i = idi i = 1 I and w = y l . The threshold b and the functions H i · for i = 1 I, which are used to prioritize classes dynamically, are determined through the solution to the associated Bellman equation once the parameter is fixed. Therefore, by varying the parameter , the system manager chooses a corresponding outsourcing and resource allocation policy. In particular, the system manager chooses the parameter to provide "acceptable service," which corresponds to imposing an upper bound on the fraction of late orders for every customer class. By varying the parameter down from one, the system manager can decrease the fraction of late orders for each class below the upper bound .
We now have a family of scheduling policies specified by I + 1 parameters: I safety stock threshold parameters s i i = 1 I and the parameter . One can undertake a simulation study to determine the best values of these parameters. This involves solving the nonlinear Bellman equation for each different value of , as well as an (I + 1)-dimensional grid search of simulation results, which could be computationally expensive if the number I is large. Nonetheless, the key point is that there are relatively few of these policy parameters, compared to the staggeringly complex array of control strategies that is potentially available. Moreover, one may choose to reduce the computational burden at the expense of a slight degradation in system performance by reducing the number of safety-stock threshold parameters. For example, if one requires the safety-stock threshold for each class to be the same, the simulation grid becomes two-dimensional.
Adding Inefficient Activities. Recall that we eliminated all inefficient activities from our formulation because their inclusion does not result in any additional insights under the complete resource-pooling assumption as shown by Harrison and Lopez (1999) . However, if a system contains inefficient activities, one may include them in the server allocation policy as follows. First, the initial set of classes the system manager considers for allocation includes only those classes that the newly idled server can process efficiently, as well as whose buffer contents are above their safety-stock thresholds. If this set is empty, expand to include all classes that have jobs present and can be processed efficiently. If this set is also empty, expand to include the classes that can be processed only inefficiently by the server as well. Also, if an arriving job finds one or more servers idle, this job can be assigned to any server that can process it efficiently. If the idle servers can only process the job inefficiently, then the job can be assigned to any one of them.
A Simulation Study
In this section, a numerical example is presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the Brownian approximation method. The system model for the example has two customer classes and two resources working in parallel with parameter values, as shown in the left panel of Figure 2 . The arrival streams are independent Poisson processes and service times are exponentially distributed. Cost data include c 1 = c 2 = $108 per outsourced job, a 1 = $300 and a 2 = $200 per order cancellation, and holding costs of h 1 = $0 01 and h 2 = $0 001 per job per time unit. In addition, the delay bounds are d 1 = d 2 = 100 and the order cancellation rates are 1 = 0 00005 and 2 = 0 0001 for classes 1 and 2, respectively.
One can solve the static planning problem and verify that the heavy-traffic and complete resource-pooling assumptions are satisfied. The nominal processing plan x * derived from the static planning problem is shown in the right panel of Figure 2 , which prescribes that server 1 splits its time equally between processing classes 1 and 2 jobs, whereas server 2 spends all of its time processing class 2 jobs. In particular, all activities are efficient, and both servers are fully utilized under the nominal processing plan. Similarly, solving the workload definition problem gives rise to the unique solution y displayed in the right panel of Figure 2 . We have that c 1 / y 1 < c 2 / y 2 , and class 1 is the cheapest class to outsource.
To derive the parameters of the approximating Brownian control problem, we choose r = 100, the minimum delay bound, as discussed in §3. Then, it follows from (13)-(14) that 1 2 = 0 5 1 ĥ 1 ĥ 2 = $100 $10 and
The remaining data for the workload problem are as follows. The upper bound w on the workload process W is w = y 1 1d1 + y 2 2d2 = 1. The variance parameter is computed as 2 = 0 939, and the minimal cost per unit of work outsourced is given by q = min c 1 / y 1 c 2 / y 2 = 190. Solving the Bellman equation gives w * = 0 80. The derivative f of the relative value function is displayed in Figure 3 . Using this function, (41) and (47), the system manager can determine the priorities dynamically. In this example, server 2 is completely dedicated to processing class 2 jobs, and therefore, the proposed policy prescribes that server 2 will work on a class 2 job whenever there is one available, whereas server 1 will choose which class to serve dynamically. The dynamic priority rule for server 1 reduces to a simple threshold policy: if the nominal workload is less than 25, then server 1 gives priority to class 2 jobs; otherwise, class 1 jobs have priority.
Moreover, interpreting the solution to the workload problem as a policy for the original scheduling problem requires choosing the parameter and the safety-stock parameters s 1 s 2 . We first observe that there is no need to keep a safety stock for class 1 because the class 1 buffer is not shared by the two servers. Thus, s 1 = 0. Therefore, we undertake a two-dimensional search to determine the parameters and s 2 . Recall that is chosen so as to impose an upper bound on the fraction of late orders for each customer class. Choosing = 0 01, we find that = 0 90 and s 2 = 5; and the solution to the workload problem for = 0 90 gives w * = 0 769, which corresponds to the outsourcing threshold of b = rw * = 76 9. That is, the system manager outsources class 1 jobs when the nominal workload reaches the threshold b = 76 9. On the other hand, the threshold for switching priorities for server 1 remains at 25. That is, if the nominal workload is less than 25, then server 1 gives priority to class 2 jobs; otherwise, class 1 has priority.
The proposed policy is displayed in Figure 4 . The left panel describes the proposed dynamic priority rule for server 1. The dashed lines at Q 1 = 45 and Q 2 = 150 indicate the desired queue-length bounds. Recall that the proposed policy does not impose any queue-length bounds, rather, it imposes an upper bound on the workload process. The right panel displays the proposed outsourcing policy, which prescribes outsourcing class 1 jobs when the workload exceeds 76.94. At first, it may seem that the number of class 1 jobs in the system can be much larger than 45 (the desired class 1 queue-length bound). However, the proposed dynamic priority rule ensures that server 1 gives priority to class 1 whenever the workload exceeds 25 (also whenever the number of class 1 jobs exceeds 43), as shown in the left panel. Therefore, under the proposed policy, the queue-length process lives in the shaded region shown in the right panel of Figure 4 with high probability.
Histograms of throughput times for classes 1 and 2 under the proposed policy are displayed in Figure 5 . The histograms are based on a single simulation run 7 under the proposed policy. Although the throughput time distribution of class 1 jobs looks just as expected, the bimodal nature of the throughput time distribution of class 2 jobs may seem surprising at first. This bimodal distribution simply reflects the fact that server 1 gives priority to class 2 jobs when the workload in the system is low, that is, when is less than 25, and gives priority to class 1 jobs otherwise. Therefore, it is natural to expect the throughput times of Table 1 .
Simulation output for the proposed policy. class 2 jobs be concentrated around two points. Roughly speaking, the smaller of these two points corresponds to class 2 jobs arriving when the workload in the system is low, and the other point corresponds to class 2 jobs arriving when the workload in the system is high. To study several other important aspects of the policy, a simulation study of a thousand runs is performed. The mean and 95% confidence interval of various quantities of interest are reported in Table 1 . As can be seen in Table 1 , the proposed policy performs very well in terms of outsourcing needs, number of cancellations, and meeting the throughput time constraints. Ideally, one should compare the performance of the proposed policy against a benchmark to validate its effectiveness. Unfortunately, there is no exact method to solve the original scheduling problem of interest because of the throughput time constraints it involves. Nevertheless, as often argued in the heavy-traffic literature (cf. Plambeck et al. 2001) , the scheduling problem given in (10), which replaces the throughput time constraints with queuelength bounds, is a reasonable approximation to the original scheduling problem with throughput time constraints. Therefore, we compare the performance of the proposed policy against the optimal cost of the scheduling problem (10), which can be computed analytically under additional Markovian assumptions on arrival and service processes. 8 To be more specific, we compare the proposed policy against the optimal cost of the scheduling problem in (10) with queue-length bounds l in place of l, where = 0 90 Based on our simulation study, the long-run average cost associated with the proposed policy is 2 5151, and the associated 95% confidence interval is 2 5080 2 5223 . The optimal long-run average cost for the scheduling problem (10) is 2 4538, corresponding to an "optimality gap" of 2 5%.
Next, we compare the delay performance and the structural properties of the two policies. The histograms of throughput times for classes 1 and 2 under the optimal policy are displayed in Figure 6 . Comparing the histograms for the proposed policy (cf. Figure 5 ) and those for the optimal policy reveals that the delay performances of the two policies are quite similar. In particular, the bimodal nature of the class 2 throughput time distribution under both policies indicates solidarity between the two policies. In addition, as done for the proposed policy earlier, a simulation study of a thousand runs is performed to study several important aspects of the optimal policy. The mean and 95% confidence intervals of various quantities are reported in Table 2 . Comparing Tables 1 and 2 indicates that the performance of the proposed policy is close to that of the optimal policy for all the dimensions considered. The only notable difference is in the class-based tardiness probabilities, on which we will elaborate below. Figure 7 displays the optimal policy revealing the strong solidarity between the proposed policy and the optimal one. First, consider the outsourcing rules of the two policies. Both prescribe outsourcing class 1 jobs when the workload in the system exceeds (approximately) 77. The main difference between the two is that the optimal policy also requires outsourcing class 1 (class 2) jobs when the number of class 1 (class 2) jobs reaches the queue-length bound 45 (150) imposed in the scheduling problem (10).
Finally, we compare the dynamic priority rules of the two policies, which show strong similarity (cf. Figures 4  and 7) . Note that under both policies, server 1 gives priority to class 2 jobs if the workload in the system is low, and to class 1 jobs otherwise; and the thresholds for switching priorities are approximately the same for the two policies. In addition, under both policies, as the workload in the system increases server 1 switches back to serving class 2 jobs if the number of class 2 jobs exceeds a certain threshold. Also, both policies keep a safety stock of class 2 jobs.
There are two noticeable differences in the policies as well. First, whereas the proposed policy has a fixed safety- Table 2 .
Simulation output for the optimal policy. stock parameter for class 2, that for the optimal policy depends on the number of class 1 jobs present in the system. Also, although under both policies server 1 switches back to serving class 2 when the number of class 2 jobs exceeds a threshold, this threshold value is lower for the optimal policy. To be specific, it is 150 for the proposed policy, and it is around 128-130 for the optimal policy. The reason for this discrepancy seems to be the "artificially" imposed queue-length bounds of the scheduling problem (10). There, if server 1 does not switch to serving class 2 early enough as the number of class 2 jobs increases, the system manager may have to outsource an excessive number of class 2 jobs, resulting in high outsourcing costs. Therefore, to avoid such excessive outsourcing costs, server 1 switches back to serving class 2 earlier than it would under the proposed policy as the number of class 2 jobs increases. Clearly, this results in an improvement of delay performance for class 2, and a degradation of delay performance for class 1 (when compared with the proposed policy), which seems to be the reason for the difference in the class-based tardiness probabilities for the two policies.
Structural Insights of the Proposed Policy
This section highlights the nongreedy nature of the paper's proposed resource allocation and outsourcing policies, which are quite different from the policies proposed in related models. A nongreedy policy specifies actions to be taken that incur a higher immediate cost but provide cost savings in the future. In essence, it enforces delayed economic gratification by the system manager. Although the nongreedy feature of our proposed policy comes from the inclusion of order cancellations in the model, it is ultimately derived from a nonpathwise solution to the workload problem. Every important trade-off made in our proposed resource allocation policy and outsourcing policy comes directly from the corresponding trade-offs solved for in the workload problem. As a result, we will see that prioritizing classes and deciding when to outsource optimally are nontrivial decisions to make. In particular, these decisions even depend on second-moment system data. In our system, a nongreedy resource allocation policy occurs when a class with higher effective holding cost is given lower priority than a class with lower effective holding cost, where the effective holding cost for class i is given by (ĥ i + a i i / y i . The class with higher effective holding cost but lower priority necessarily has a higher abandonment rate than the competing class. The trade-off made in this case indicates that it is better for the system manager to incur higher effective holding costs immediately by holding jobs from this more expensive class and relying on them to abandon at a higher rate in the future to keep workload levels down. Perhaps the most interesting part of this policy is that this prioritization changes as the workload level changes! As workload increases, the importance of higher abandonment rates becomes greater and it becomes optimal to reprioritize classes in more of this nongreedy manner. Thus, we refer to this resource allocation policy as a dynamic priority policy. It is important to observe that the system manager must also watch for classes with jobs approaching their deadlines and must process them first, but even if none are approaching their deadlines, the priority policy is still a dynamic one. This nongreedy dynamic priority policy is dictated directly from the solution to the Bellman equation, with priorities given by (40)-(41). In most other related models, the "class priority" trade-off seldom translates to a nontrivial decision in the limiting Brownian control problem because the evolution of the workload process is independent of the priority rule used in these models. However, in our case, the decision of how to prioritize classes impacts the evolution of the workload process because of abandonments. Indeed, this trade-off between higher immediate effective holding costs and lower future costs due to more abandoning jobs is delicate to balance, and is left to the intricacies of the Bellman equation solution to do so.
The following single-server, three-class example, with data given in Table 3 , illustrates a nongreedy dynamic priority policy. Solving the Bellman equation gives w * = w = 1 6, corresponding to an outsourcing threshold of b = rw * = 160 on the nominal workload process, and a long-run average cost of 113 5. The proposed policy's dynamic priorities are displayed in the left panel of Figure 8 . Note that as the workload increases beyond fixed thresholds, the classes' priorities change. At zero workload in the system, the classes are prioritized such that the class with the highest effective holding cost, class 3, gets the highest priority, followed by class 2, then class 1. As the workload increases just beyond the first workload threshold 126, the importance of class 2's higher abandonment rate overcomes its high effective holding cost and it falls in priority from second to third, behind class 1. Similar priority switches occur at the nominal workload thresholds as illustrated in Figure 8 . Note that when a class reaches its deadline, the system manager must give it priority, overriding the priorities shown in Figure 8 , as prescribed by the proposed policy in §6. Moreover, the workload thresholds where class priorities shift change as the variance parameter changes. The right panel of Figure 8 illustrates the effect of the workload variance increasing from 0 9 to 1 8.
A nongreedy outsourcing policy arises in systems where the solution to the Bellman equation, (35)- (36), is such that w * is strictly less than w. In this case, when the nominal workload reaches the threshold of rw * , the system manager should choose to incur the cost of outsourcing immediately and keep nominal workload at a reasonable level, rather than waiting to outsource and accruing higher abandonment and holding costs as the workload potentially increases in the future. This case is illustrated in the numerical example of §7. If we investigate that nongreedy outsourcing policy further, we see that it is indeed affected by the system's second-moment data. If the workload's variance is decreased from 0 939 to 0 5 in the simulation example, the outsourcing threshold also decreases from 76 9 to about 53 nominal workload units. Likewise, as the workload's variance increases, so too does the outsourcing threshold increase.
Electronic Companion
An electronic companion to this paper is available as part of the online version that can be found at http://or.journal. informs.org/. Endnotes 1. Rubino (2003) relaxes the heavy-traffic assumption by requiring that the static planning problem has a unique solution (x * * ) with * near one, and the resulting structural insights are the same as those in the case with * = 1. 2. Harrison and Lopez (1999) refer to these as basic and nonbasic activities, respectively. 3. Readers can also view (24) as a relaxation of (16). 4. We do allow randomized workload configuration functions, that is, an admissible workload configuration function z may be sample-path dependent. This dependence, however, is suppressed for notational brevity. Moreover, we construct an optimal workload configuration function in §5, which is stationary and deterministic. 5. Each distinct optimal solution corresponds to a different ordering of job classes in (40) due to at least one equality holding.
6. The dependence of i * x · on x will be suppressed whenever there is no ambiguity. 7. Every simulation run mentioned in this section is for one million time units and the initial 200,000 time units are deleted to eliminate transient effects. 8. This computation can be performed efficiently only for small problems, and the computational complexity increases rapidly as the number of servers and job classes increases.
